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PRODUCTION OF GOLD.

N. M., WEDNESDAY,

APRIL 10, 1895.

PRICE

5 CENTS

unless he can think "it will
The opening up of the Trans-Siberipay".
railroad, by Russia, will make available
Being Stimulated on Account of the
Altruism is yet in its infancy at best, the wonderful discoveries Df gold in that
Low Price of Silver.
and there never was a time when it was land, and the prospects in the Lake Suany older or better than it is
perior region, in Arizona, in the Phillip-pin- e
Lnrgo DrpoHltH 1'ronilne to Yield Gold in The
gambling chance in precious metal
Isles, in many districts in South
Immeiice QuantltleH la the
mining is to be credited with far more America, and the phenomenal, though
Netir Future.
good to the world than the value of the still problematical, developments, in
Those who favor the
stand- metals which are discovered under its Coolgordie, Australia, and the Bechuan-alanard, do not propose "two yard sticks of stimulus. No single agency is to be
in Africa, completely overwhelm
different lengths," though they are
compared with it in the influence which the imagination while they demolish all
misrepresented as doing so. it has exerted in the discovery and de- tables heretofore made of the world's
What they do propose is one yard stick velopment of new lauda and unknown supply of gold, present and prospective,
as a measure of value which shall be resources.
and all arguments based upon them.
made of two metals having the characDuring the quarter of a century folLet not one stop at this point and beteristic qualities of equalizing one an- lowing the discovery of gold in Califor- gin to imagine that these facts tend to
other. There is no "standard" in any nia, all prospectors and speculators prove that there is gold enough in the
civilized land
that is made of searched for gold only, and no silver world to form a safe and suitable standone metal. Even gold is alloyed before was discovered, except in combination. ard of value for the future business of
it is fit for a st andard. Standard weights, During this period gold was temporar- the world. The director of the mint,
standard mearures, and standard yard ily
until it endangered Mr. Preston, has jumped at this con
sticks are universally made of two or the balance of the world's supply of the clusion, but even if it were a good guess,
more metals, and there is no metal two metals. Year after year, the gold it could not possibly be more than a
known which alone fulfills the conditions washers in California gulches damned guess, because Mr. Preston knows no
required for a standard of anything so as themselves daily, as they damned the more of the future needs of commerce
to Ik; acceptable to commercial nations. heavy spar and lead sand, "which than other people know.
Those who say that a bushel of wheat killed the quick" in their sluice-boxeWhat I have said goes to show only
would be equally as good a standard as in which they were washing gold, never this, that gold and silver are of such a
a given weight of silver or gold, ignore dreaming of the coming splendor of the nature, and so distributed throughout
the fundamental and essential charac- carbonate camp which was to Hash out the world, that they fulfill certain conteristics which must inhere In any stand- of the very material which they were so ditions necessary to a permanent standard of value. What are they?
emphatically condemning.
ard of value. This has been the history
1.
Portability.
When the silver boom of the Lead-vil- of the altering production of the two
2. Practical indestructibility.
epoch turned all eyes upon silver, metals from the beginning of history.
3 Of
such general
Attention has been ever turned toward
distribution few men were so lacking in
throughout the world, and in such as to pay any attention to gold. During one until, as its production has exceeded
quantities that the existing stock may this period silver was pushed until it, in the immediate requirement for it, attenbe replenished when destroyed, lost at turn, threatened a similar danger, but tion has been turned toward the other,
sea, or diverted to other uses, and in- long before the day arrived when the with the result that, during any considcreased to meet the requirements of danger was really present, new discov erable period of history of money, the
eries of gold bonanzas had turned the ounces of silver have been practically
commerce.
4. Yet of such rarity and difficulty of attention of the prospectors and specula equal in exchange value to the nominal
of production that it cannot be produced tors again toward the yellow metal. value of the gold supply, or, in other
in such quantity as to materially affect The natural result has been the pheno words, at the ratio of about 16 to 1.
But always the total amount of the
menal increase in the discovery of gold,
the available world's supply.
The entire world's supply of wheat an increase greatly exceeding the rela- world's stock lias been increasing ofwhile
the
the commercial requirements
might be used up or destroyed in a year. tive increase of the value of silver dis- world have also been increasing. But
Or the world's supply might le increased coveries made in any similar period.
the world's stock has not, however, inin sight and meas- creased with anything like the rapidity
More gold is
a hundred or a thousand fold in one or
netwo seasons.
ured up in the conglomerate deposit of of the volume of commerce and the
cessities of commerce have developed
Not so the precious metals.
the Witwatersrand district in the Tran- other mediums of exchange, si'ch as govMan is so constituted, and we have svaal, Africa, than the total output of ernment and bank currency, checks,
come to realize the wisdom of the ar- both gold and silver from the Comstock drafts and bills of exchange, hut nothing
rangement, that he will not do his best district in Nevada. The fact is often else has been devised to take the place
of money of ultimate redemption, or prik
except under the stimulus of necessity overlooked that the product of the
mary money. The only thing that, has
silver and only actually been done in that direction is
was three-lifth- s
or aspiration. Ambition means only a
gold. The gold discoveries at the wiping out of existence by a considerpart of what 1 mean by aspiration. As
of commercial nations of
at present constituted, man will not Cripple Creek and Leadville, in Colora- able number
of the value and use of silver as-today
undergo the fatigue, risk, and privation do, within the past year, promise to ex- part 'of the fund of money of ultimate reof discovering or developing new counceed in value the total product of gol i demption. (. II. II. in'Chicago Inter-- I
Ocean.
tries and new forces, or new Applications mined in California.
of force,
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the great mints of the world were closed occupations. Then if a government is
against silver but open still for gold. instituted for the welfare of a people
Silver was received only by the weaker surely no government is justified in
This is a Great Obstacle to
and poorer nations. Nations utterly making laws detrimental to more than
per cent, of its people.
unable to maintain a parity between' the ninety-nin- e
But there is another phase of the
metals, while all the powers of the great
The Experience of Centuries linn Shown
gold using countries were seemingly ratio question. What of the money althat Between IS and 16 to 1 In
turned against silver until the gulf be- ready coined? According to the report
the Proper Ratio.
tween the two metals was doubled in of the director of the mint, there are in
One of the greatest obstacles to the twenty years. AVith the United States, the United States $025,300,000 in silver
renionetization and free coinage of sil- Great Britian, France, Germany; the or $9.08 per capita. If this vast sum of
ver is the ratio. Nearly all our states- great powers of Europe, refusing to re- Bilver money were recoined at the presmen are agreed upon the necessity of a cognize silver it was no wonder that ent commercial ratio it would not make
the above amount. It would
more extended use of silver, but there China, India, Japan, Mexico and South one-haall harmony ends, each having his own American nations failed to maintain the mean a per capita loss to the people of
idea of the ratio. But if it is right to parity. Notwithstanding the fact that the United States of more than $4.60; it
make silver a money metal at all, ought both the great political parties in our would also mean that theUnited States innot fair minded men believers in and country sinco 1876 have in every nation- stead of righting the wrong of "73" would
doers of justice be able to ascertain the al convention declared for bimetalism confirm to the perpetrators of that cowright, the just, the true ratio? Even the yet the best legislation secured was the ardly deed the enormous sum of more
bitterest foes of silver say they are not Bland act of 1878 and the Sherman law than $325,000,000 all under and by sancopposed to a renionetization of the of 1890. The former providing for the tion of law. The expense of recoining
white metal at its real value; meaning, purchase of silver bullion enough to coin the money already coined would be sevof course, its commercial value. The not less than two million nor more than eral millions, yet this would not be all,
friends of silver on the other hand de four million dollars monthly; the latter the loss on abraded and defaced coins
clare, that as silver was demonetized by law provided for the purchase of not less doing full money duty would entail an
stealth at a time when it was alove par, than four and one-ha- lf
million ounces of enormous yet unnecessary loss to the
it should now be restored at the value it silver bullion but made no lasting pro- people. And even though our governbore to gold in 1873; in other words at vision for its coinage. While the United ment was willing to change the ratio
15
to 1 ; for, at the time that the pro States thus assumed to provide for the there is no country upon the earth which
vision for coining our standard silver coinage of sil ver; yet, at no time since has declared in favor of a change of ratio.
dollar was dropped from our mint laws, 1873, has our government admitted free To change the ratio of the world's supowing to the free coinage of the Latin coinage to silver. Although we pur ply of silver from its present coinage, to
union of Europe at lh$ to 1, silver bul- - chased large amounts of silver bullion its commercial ratio, would mean the
lion was worth more for shipment to under the Bland act and also under the loss of more than $2,000,000,000, or more
of the basic money of
France and the Latin union, than for Sherman law.yet we did not buy all that than
coining at the ratio of 16 tol, into Amer was offered. In effect loth the Bland the world. It would mean a return to
ican silver dollars. The true ratio then law and Sherman act declared that so barter and exchange by
millions
must be lietwecn 15,' to 1 and the com- much silver bullion was money and the now supplied with a medium of exmercial ratio of about 33 to 1. To
rest pig metal. Then in 1892 we produced change. If the entire stock of gold and
silver at its present commer- more than sixty three million ounces of silver of the world were collected and
cial ratio would bo such a manifest in- silver bullion which, according to the weighed, the silver would weigh a little
justice that such a course has never lieen Sherman law consisted of fifty-fomill more than fifteen times as much as the
seriously and earnestly advocated. It ion ounces of money metal and between gold. For every ton of gold there would
would be insuring to the fraudulent nine and ten million ounces of pig metal. be more than fifteen, but less than sixmanipulators of congress, who secretly And a law of trade as old as the Medea teen tons of silver. Thus we see that
addemonetized silver, their
and Persians determines that the nine nature hns so surrounded the production
vantage, which equity should aim to re- million ounces pig metal fixed the price of the two metals with barriers that at
store. For more than two centuries of the whole product. If it was right the end of five thousand years there is
prior to 1873 the ratio between the met- and just to have made fifty-fou- r
million fifteen times as much silver as gold.
als underwent a very slight change, but ounces of Bilver bullion a monev metal Although at times the discovery of
since 1873 to tho present time, a revolu- in 1892 why was it not right to have large quantities of either metal may
tion has taken place, and a greater made sixty-fou- r
million or the entire have seemed to threaten to disturb
change has occurred in those twenty-tw- o American product? When the first line this ratio, yet it was as a pebble thrown
years last past than in the twenty-tw- o of authentic history was written many into a hike.
Thus we find that the great fluctat ions
centuries prior to the bill which was thousands of years ago,silver was money.
in the value of silver as compared with
innocently lalieled "A Codification of All tho silver; not a part, not one-ha- lf
the Mint Laws," "prepared" said its the product hut all. All that could be gold during the last two decades has
champion in tho house of representa- produced; all that was produced. Not lieen caused by legislation. That in our
tives "by experts in the treasury depart only Asia but in Africa and Europe, and country such legislation was fraudulently
ment". Since the passage of that act so in America for nearly four centuries the passed and fails to establish a precedent
great has lieen the change in ratio that bullion was interchangeable with coin. while the loss which would result from
suspicion at once points to the act itself It was only when a few men had accu- a recoinnge of the present coined silver
as the cause of tho variation.
mulated millions of another kind of would involve immense expense and
of the
The direct and almost immediate effect money that the war was declared on practically destroy
metallic money, while more than live
of the passage of tho net of 1873 was the this metal.
thousand years experience, in the accuclosing of the mints of the United States
It was only when laws were made by mulation of iKith metals, by all nations,
to silver and also the closing of all mints fraud that declared against one of the snow i no weight ol silver to tx less than
Here then
of countries which were using a double money metals that it began to lose its
tb.ttal
la
true ratio
is th
monetary standard and pledged to main place, and the result has lieen most dis- - pointed out by experience,
history, and
tain tho parity of the metals. These, astrous to the people, who have useful the people of all times.
Silver.
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A Dusty Time.
The Mushroom whist club will meet
of H. E. Muse this even
The normal school picnic last Friday
developed into two dances, one at Fort
ing.
Newsy Notes of Happenings Purely
At the city elections held last week Bayard and the other at Santa Rita. It
Local.
the democrats carried Santa Fe and Ra- was the intention to have a picnic at
ton while the republicans carried Las Santa Rita and most of those who went
Silver City had signified an intention of climbing to
A Grist of Readable Paragraphs Which Vegas and Albuquerque.
Should Not be Overlooked
did not allow politics to cut any figure the summit of that widely known monolith called Santa Rita monolith or the
By Our Readers.
in the city election.
At the next regular meeting of the Kneeling Nun.
Elaborate preparations were made for
The small arms practice will commence city council there will be chosen a city the picnic and a glorious time was anticcity
marshal,
city
city
clerk,
treasurer,
at Fort Bayard the first of June and will
attorney, city engineer and a health ipated, but Friday morning dawned
continue for two months.
with the air filled with dust and a high
officer. The newly elected councilmen
The Santa Fe Republican, a weekly
blowing from the west, and some
and mayor will take the oath of office wind
republican paper printed at Santa Fe,
of the less enthusiastic ones had misfor the new term.
givings as to whether such a glorious
suspended publication last week.
The cold weather last week was pret- time would be had. The early risers
Gallup has been made a presidential
ty hard on fruit. It may now be ex- started between 7 and 8 o'clock and
poBtoffice and the president has appected that the peach crop in this coun- some of them, after having got fairly
pointed Albert Fries postmaster there.
ty this year will be very light, but unless
It will be thirty years next Sunday there should be more cold nights after started on the journey, concluded that
the day was not suited to a picnic and
evening since President Lincoln was the apple trees bloom there will probaturned back. Others continued on to
shot in Ford's theater in Washington.
bly be a large apple crop.
Fort Bayard where Col. Bliss kindly inCol. Lawton has been ordered to SanThere was not money enough in the vited them to remain. They concluded
ta Fe and the Santa Feans are more county treasury to pay all of the claims
that the shelter of the fort would be prehopeful than ever that Fort Marcy will against the county this month and it is ferable to a continuance of the journey
be
not expected that there will be very and accepted the invitation of the colRemedy for neuralgia : saturate a cloth much money paid in on account of taxes onel. They were royally entertained
with Pond's Extract (Hamamelis or for the next two months. People who and the festivities wound up with a
Witch Hazel), and place between a large have bills against the county will have dance.
to wait for their money.
flat bottle of hot water and the skin.
Those who started later concluded to
Mexican cattle in large numbers have drive to Santa Rita direct and they had
Stockmen are feeling very much en
couraged over the hardening of prices of been brought into this county from Mex a dusty time of it. Mountain climbing
cattle in the eastern markets. Many ico during the past few months, bet the was not thought of and they sought the
stockraiser8 in this county arc selling off new quarantine restrictions are now in shelter of a house where they passed the
effect and will remain in effect until time dancing. The whole party was
their cattle pretty close.
obliged to face a cold, cutting wind com
There is a resident of this town who next winter so that there will not be so
ing back and most of them concluded
brought
from
country.
cattle
many
that
goes to the postoffice regularly every day
M.
in
was
Galloway
F.
from Tulloch's that the first week in April is rather
and asks for mail and who has not reweek
and
the outlook early in the season for picnics.
last
says
he
that
ceived a letter since the present postfor the new camp is very encouraging.
master came into office.
D. P. Carr was in the northern part of
been put to work
Eugene V. Debs, the instigator of the About thirty men have
territory last week looking for a
the
is
great railroad strike last year, passed there this month and this number
opening.
newspaper
to be increased considerably in the
through the territory last week. He is likely
is expected that the new
trying to resurrect his influence with' near future. It
will
be
for operation in a few
mill
ready
the railroad men of the country.
days and when it gets to running so that
Work was commenced at the Flagler the milling value of the ore can be as
works last week getting ready to start
certained, miners will be able to figure
them up. It will be but a few days un- on what they can get out of their ore.
til everything will be in readiness for
The camp is a low grade camp but it is
the sampling and purchase of ores.
believed that the ore can be mined and
J. M. Harper brought in a hog from milled at a good profit.
the lower Gila last week which weighed
Last Friday was one of the dustiest
dressed 471 pounds. This is the largest and stormiest days that has settled
hog which has been brought to this down on
the county for several years.
It was purchased by There was a great deal of dust moving at
place recently.
George D. Jones.
Lordsburg. At Silver City the denizens
Judge Bantz made a very favorable thought they were in Deming. At
impression at Las Cruces during his first Hachita appeared the first dust storm
term of court there. A larger number for years. At Dem ing well, no one
of convictions were secured then have knows how it was at Deming, for there
ever been secured in that county in the was no one but Deming ites there and
same time before.
they won't tell. No railroad trains
cattle will be s topped there that day ; they all went
A large shipment-o- f
made from this place this week andth through without knowing they had C. H. FARGO A CO. urn:
200 MARKCT T. CHICAGO
er shipments will follow soon. The total passed the town, had not been able to
shipments from this county this month see it. It is to be hoped we will not see For Sale by
are likely to exceed those of any previ another such a day in the county for
vears to come. Liberal.
oils month in recent years.

ITEMS OF INTEREST.

at the residence

.

Fargo's $2.50

...Shoes...

C.CShoemaker.
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O. F. Zottman.repres'enting
Rev. Edward S. Cross.of the Episcopal
Music Co., of El Paso,
church, was at Deming last Sunday.
Eagi-- a year and the World Al- is here this week on business.
The
Mention of People You Do and Do
manac for $2. Send in your subscripDr. Bullock, a highly esteemed resiNot Know.
tions.
j,
dent of Deming, died there last WednesW. A Heather is now discharging' the day. The remains were shipped east for
Other IntereHtlng Matter Which Can He
duties of postmaster out on the Gila.
interment.
Kenl With Profit Ily All Our
Mr. and Mrs. W. Lee Thompson were
Townnpeople.
Miss Ida Hooker, who has been visithere last week visiting Mrs. M. A. Fiel- ing in Michigan, has returned and tier
sister Hattiewho has been living in town,
Max Schutz was at Mogollón last week. der.
ofhas gone out to the ranch with her.
Eagle
to
work
The
Bring
job
your
Fine line of cigars at Bishop's
fice. It will be done neatly, promptly and
We have marked down all our goods to
store.
33
at reasonable rates.
suit the present times, and invite cash
J. H. Bragaw was in the- - city last
T. J, Clark, justice of the peace and purchasers to call and convince themMonday.
postmaster at Gila, was in town this selves that thev will save from 25 to 50
per cent, over former prices.
T. N. Hawkins of Bear creek, was here week.
Bank Building Bazaar,
last week.
Aaron Schutz, Proprietor.
R. S. Knight went to Carlisle yesterSee the Cook Stoves and Ranges at day where he expects to remain for the
and wife were here
Rodgers
Clark
Robinson's.
present.
from Lone Mountain last Saturday.
John Allen was in from the Burros
Sim Eby, one of the substantial resi- Mr. Rodgers says that his fruit crop was
this week.
dents of the Mimbres valley ,was in town practically ruined last Friday night.
New goods just received at Robin- this week.
W. D. Jefferson, of Safford, Graham
son's.
breedJudge Bantz returned from Las Cru- county, Arizona, an importer and
er of pure Italian- bees, was hero last
Dr. C. T. Phillips has returned from
ces, where he had been holding court, week. He lias sold bees and apiary supa trip to Arizona.
last Wednesday.
plies to many residents of this section
Best. Kansas patent flour for sale at
and parties who wish anything in his
Dawson
and
Mr.
Mrs.
were
here
last
Martin Mailer's.
line would do well to correspond . with
week from Hanover. Mrs. Dawson will him.
II. J. Hutchinson was over from Cen- spend
Easter here.
Subscribers who wish to take advantral last Monday.
Mrs. F. II. Siebold, of Deming, who tage of our offer of the World Almanac
Mrs. Keayes left, last Thursday mornhas leen visiting Mrs. A. B. Laird re- free must send in their subscriptions lie- -,
ing, for Michigan.
turned home yesterday.
fore May 1. No almanacs will lie supIf you want a Parlor stove go to RobMrs. Chas Frye, of Kansas City, ar- plied after that date.
inson's.
rived here last week and is visiting her
S. W. Burdick lias taken charge of the
II. FitzSimmons was here from Al- - aunt, Mrs. John
Kilburn.
dining room at the Broadway hotel. It
hambra this week.
Send in your subscription to The was open to the public last Sundav
Fresh candies every day at Martin &aoi,e and get the World Almanac free. morning under the name of the Broadway Cafe and will lie conducted in first
Maher's.
See our offer on another page.
class style. No Chinese help will he emN. 0. Dimmick was down from Pinos
Mrs. Fred Gusoskey, who has been ployed and the culinary department is
Altos last Monday.
visiting her mother here for a week, will being looked after by a eonijietent chef
from Denver.
Wm. Swancoat was here from Han- return to Mogollón this week.
over last Thursday.
The choicest, freshest and most comFor Hule Knnch.
Mrs. J. N. Upton was here from the plete stock of candies and fruit in the
Ranch of 80 acres, patented and on
city at Bishop's Postoffice store.
record,50 acres tillable, 20 under cultivaMimbres this week.
to Las Cruces tion, well water, houses and corral and
Robert
Black
has
gone
Fine line of cutlery just received at
Good govto attend a meeting of the lxiard of re- all but 5 acres under fence.
Bishop's PDstoffice store.
Price
ernment
on three- sides.
land
gents of the agricultural college.
fftOO.
Inquire at Eagle ollice.
R. II. Speed was out to his ranch in
r,
Mrs. Howe, sister of Mrs. Martin
Burro Ciénega this week.
who has leen visiting here for some
Don't read vour neighbor's paper but
time, returned home last week.
subscribe for Tub Eagi.r.
Judge Bantz went to Las Vegas yesHenry Young was here from his ranch
NEWLY ..REFITTED and FURterday where he will hold court a week
near Fort Bayard thirweek.
NISHED THROUGHOUT.
for Judge Smith, who is in California.
Fine line of Pocket and Table Cutlerv
'
County Treasurer Bolich returned to
at St. George Robinson's.
The niiiiiaguincnt of tills popular hotel luis
George Dickinson was in from his Deming last Wednesday. Mrs. Bolich,
lM'im rvsiiim'd hy Mrs. J. Black and tin;
who
came
here
with
him,
remained
at
mine out in the Burros this week.
public will llnd It F1HST CLASH
the Grant county hospital for medical
In every particular.
Books, Stationery, Notions etc at the
treatment.
Hroadway.Sllvur City, N. M.
Postotfice Emporium.
Baxter Bíshop.
John Bhockman, Pres. Tilos. F. Conway, Vice Pres.
J. W. Caktkii, Cashier
Mrs.Gurdon Bradley went to Lords-bur- g
3539.
yesterday to visit her brother.
Fresh Strawberries every dav at the
Postoffice Emporium.

PERSONAL

thoClark-Whitson-Leit-

PALAVER.

ch

post-ofTi-

.

-

-

Ma-lie-

Broadway Hotel.

Baxtkr

Bishop.

Mrs. Swan was in from the Burros
this week. She returned yesterday.

The Silver City
,

National Bant

SILVER CITY,N..M.

Subscribers to Tim Eagle can get the
CAPITAL $50,000.
SURPLUS $14,000. '
World Almanac freo by paving a year's
Advance
mode
on
Gold
and Silver Bullion '
subscription in advance. Read the adDEPOSITS
vertisement on another page.
SOLICITED.
EXCHANGE FOR SALE.
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Cattle Inspectors Appointed.
AT TULLOCH'S CAMP.
The New Mexico cattle sanitary board,
A Spicy Letter From Our Regular
at their session in Las Vegas, last week The Outlook for Thin New Camp In Very
Gives the News of That
Encouraalng.
appointed the following named inspecSection.
tors for the several districts, two of whom,
The Boss mine, owned by J. F. Bisbee,
Charles Lukens, at Kansas City, P. J. is being worked and looks fine. The
Aixiron, N. M. April 4. There is not Towner, in New Mexico, receive a salary gold simply strings out in a pan from
much of interest to communicate this of $1,200 per annum, the remainder get- this claim, and as the vein is nearly five
week, stock deals are the leading topics ting their pay in fees for services ren- feet the value of the property cannot be
of conversation.
dered: District No. 1, extending along computed by the work yet done.
Sim. Holstein has contracted the NAN the line of the Atchison railway from
The extension to the Boss is owned by
steers for May delivery, to John T. Shy. the Bernalillo county line to Raton, P. J. F. Jeffords and is in every way its
Polled Augus John, J. E. and W. N. J. Towner; No. 2, W. J. Cartright, of equal.
The Copper King, owned by J. F BisFoster shipped a train load of mixed cat- Folsoin, continued in the position; No.3,
reKennany
Ritter,
is also a promising property, carryCanadian
trail,
bee,
tle last week.
Taylors, Whitehills, Allisons and tained; No. 4 and 5, embracing San Juan ing gold in quantities to astonish one.
owned by J. F. Jeffords,
The Hold-uothers have sold all their steers ones, and Rio Arriba counties and a portion of
twos, threes and up and are gathering Bernalillo county, place left open for which is being worked at present, is lookat the present time. Will deliver alxmt member of board to fill ; No. 6, Taos ing well. This mine carries copper, gold
the fifteenth of the present month, the county, to be filled by appointment by M. and silver in fair quantities and promises
price paid was eight, twelve, and llftecn N. ChafHn, of East Las Vegas; No. 7, to develope into a valuable property.
from Bernalillo county, to the Texas
The property owned by Messrs. Whitdollars respectively.
Mr. J. A. Spink recently closed a five line, L. S. Fowler, of Albuquerque; No. ney & Rowlee, and which they are workmonths term of school in the Eby dis- 8, from Lordsburg, to the Texas and Old ing at present, is looking fine.
Mexico line, along the Southern Pacific
The Good Luck owned by AVes. Wiltrict.
railway, E. C. Houghton, of Deming, liams and Geo. Dickinson is opening up
visitMiss Nora Itanlall,of Ivanhoe, is
ing upon the river to the delight of her with W. G. McAfee, of Silver City and in a manner to surprise the lucky ownmany friends and admirers in this sec- H. Classen, of Lordsburg, as deputies; ers. This claim is the connecting link
No. 9, Lincoln county, south of the town between the Cottonwood and Marilda
tion.
of
Lincoln, Tularosa and La Luz, Dona and is a peach.
Jumes L. Howlett is contemplating
The mill is rapidly approaching commoving to Boston, his charming and ac- Ana county, J. F. Hinkle ; No. . 10, Lincomplished wife has sold her magnificent coln, Ft. Stanton and Picacho, James E. pletion and will in all probability Imj
piano to Miss Mary Foster,"The Belle of Cree; No. 11. White Oaks and Nogal.W. running within the next fortnight.
C. McDonald; No. 12, Chaves county,
The company is now constructing a
the Mimbres."
Frank Ballard, whose propensity for Charles L. Bullard ; No. 13, east line of store building and as this camp is 20
procuring property and his profuseness the territory, or the midland trail, E. J. miles from Silver City it is unnecessary
in promises but whose procrastination in Taylor; No. 14, all of Eddy county, D. to say the store will lie a valuable apmaking prompt payments has been pro- It. Harkey ; No. 15, Kansas City inspec- pendix to the camp.
Monday April 1, the camp increased
ductive of much profitless profanity on tor, Charles F. Lukens.of the Bell ranch ;
the part of his many creditors, has gone No. 16, El Paso inspector, Capt. French, its population some 30 men, the company
of Alma.
sending that number out to go to work
to Arizona.
on their several mines, and as the mill
Happened.
It
How
of
the
information
business
the
For
is supposed to have a capacity of 60 tons
men and the fair denizens of Silver City
is
reason
the
the
now
reported
that
It
we will inform them that the new P. 0. Florida county bill did not become a law per day the number will no doubt be inestablished in this precinct is called was liecause the Demingites got to fight- creased several fold within the next few
Dwyer.
ing among themselves. When it was weeks.
The Hon. M. H. Twomey, the genial
The fruit was damaged to some extent apparent the law would le enacted and
by the late storm, but all the trees are that the governor would have the ap- mining expert of Silver City, has asin bloom and their red, white and pink pointment of the ofiicers, there was a sumed charge of the mines of the comblossoms present a most handsome and wild scramble for the plums. In a day pany in the capacity of foreman and as
attractive appearance.
Ranchrko.
or so it was found out that the office of the different properties cover an area of
y
phiz of
sheriff bad lieen promised toS. Lindaucr, several miles the
W. B. Walton, clerk of the court of also to two other patriots. This was a the frisky foreman may be seen at althis judicial district, was here this week, matter that needed to lie settled More most any point of the compass at any
lie went to Las Cruces yesterday morn- the bill became a law. A junta of the hour of the day. The company is cering and when he returns he will bring memliers from Florida county was held tainly to be congratulated in having
the court records of this county with in a private room at the Palace hotel on
the services of Mr. Twomey, as he
him. He will reside here and his dep- the evening of February 20th. The ses- is, without doubt, one of the most thoruty, P. S. Fall, will attend to the court sion was a long and interesting one. oughly capable miners in the southwest.
PitosPKcroR.
business at Las Cruces.
There was in constant attendance on the
ON THE MIMBRES.

Corren-pomle-

nt

p

happy-go-luck-

The Siempre Vive whist club met at
the residence of J. J. Kelly last Saturday
evening. Between twenty and thirty
players were present and a very enjoyable evening was spent. Mrs. M. A. Fielder and Frank J. Wright won the first
prizes and Mrs. W. C. Porterfield and
A. Miller carried off the remaining honors. The club will meet at the residence
of W. C. Porterfield next Saturday

junta a bell boy and a waiter. At alwut
eleven o'clock the next morning everyD.
thing was amicably arranged and an adjournment was taken to the legislative IMPORTER AND BREEDER OF
halls for the purpose of seeing the bill
PUKE ITALIAN BEES.
pass. On arring at the house the
Floridans discovered that it was Ash
'
Also u full line of Aplury Supplies of Lenity
Wedncuday, that the house had adM'fg Co., lit thulr Prices.
beof
bill
the
hope
last
journed and the
Amateur Ileo Hook for IIotlnncrs ffic.
coming a law had gone glimmering. It
Free.
Box 6, Snfford, Ariz.
was sad. Liberal.

W.

JEFFERSON,
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Program.
The following program will be rendered at the Church of the Good Shepherd, in this city, on Easter Sunday, the
14th inst. The church will be beautifully decorated and the seating capacity
greatly increased. All are cordially invited :
KiiHlcr

PROGRAM.

Hymn 121,
Easter Anthem,
To Deiim,
Jubilate,
Hymn 115,
Kyrie,
Gloria Tibi,
Anthem,
Sermon,
Presentation,
Sanctus,
Communion 434
Gloria in Excelsis,

A Curd of Thanks.

SILVER'S CHAMPION.

The pupils and teachers of the normal
school desire to express their- thanks to
THE
Col. Blias and the officers of Fort Bayard
MOUNTAIN
for their hospitality on Friday last, as ROCKY
Established 18!.
well as the friends at Santa Rita and
Central who kindly made it pleasant for
those who did not reach Fort Bayard.
TERMS OF SUBSRIPTION.
(IN ADVANCE.)

Card of Thanks.

Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Clark, of George
Millard town, desire to express their sincere
Lloyd thanks to the friends who so kindly renSudds dered assistance during their son's
Klein
Avon

Sudds
Redhead

Schilling

EVENING.

Hymn 111,
Gloria,
Magnificat,
Nunc Dimittis,
Hymn 123,
Sermon,
Anthem,
Presentation,
Hymn 125,

Crotch
Kettle
Turle

DAIY.
Ono year, by mall
Six months by mall
Tliruo months by mull
Ono month by mull

$7.50
3.75

Sunduy edition, (10 pases,) your
Dally Editions Include the Sunduy.

05
$3.50

"Coin's Financial School" has crossed
the water and is doing duty in Germany.
WEEKLY.
A correspondent of the New York World
Ono yeur, by mall, In ud vaneo
writing from Berlin under date of March Sample copies of either edition on
14 says that Dr. Otto Arendt, whom he
interviewed on the subject of bimetallism, remarked that he thought we knew
The News Is tho only consistent clmmpton
more about the subject in America than of silver In tho west, and should )h) In every
they did in Europe. At the same time homo In tho west, und In tho hands of every
he showed the correspondent an Ameri- minor und business mini In Now Mexico.
Sond In your su Inscriptions at onco.
can work, "Coin's Financial School."
He said it had liccn loaned to him by
All communications must bo addressed to
Count Herbert Bismarck, and a careful
News Printing Co., Denver, Colo.
perusal of its pages had taught him
much that was new. Inter-OceaIt is expected that the telephone line GUADALUPE MENDOZA,
will be in working order between this
REPAIRING NEATLY
place and Elrage's, in the Mangas valley,
AND
PROMPTLY DONE,
this week. The completion of the line
was delayed on account of a miscalculaPrices reasonable, und
satisfuctlou Kuuruutot'd,
tion as to the number of poles required.
Shop on Yiinklo Street.
n.

Elvey
Redhead
E.

S. Cross,

Rector.

CHOIR.

Mrs. L. B. Morrill,
Mrs. Geo. Norton,
Mr. Geo. Norton,
Prof. Geo. Selby,
Mrs. Geo. Selby,

Soprano
Alto
Tenor

BOOT&
SHOE
MAKER.

Wm. F. Lorenz,

THE

Bass

Organist

FIKE, LIFE

AND-

ACCIDENT

INSURANCE.

TWICE-A-WEE-

K

REPUBLIC

SPECIAL OFFER,
Unod only Until March 31st, 181)5.
Sond two now snbscrllors'wlth two dollars
and (tot ono year free.
Sond four now sulworlliers with four dollars
and receive the paper two yours without cost.
"Do yon know a Kood thins when you soo
itV
A word to the wise Is sutllclcnt."
Address
THE RKITIILIO,
St. Louis Mo.

Sierra county court records will be
taken to Hillslwro soon and then the
Notarv Pubmc.
residents of one county in this judicial
district will not have to go to the county
Office at
seats of another county to look up court
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
records. Some years ago the court re
cords of this county were kept here, but
for several years they have been kept at
Las Cruces lieemise the clerk did not
want to keep a deputy here. Now the
court records of the counties in this judi
cial district will be kept at the county
seats of the respective counties. After
Friday of this week correspondence for
If
the clerk of the court here sliould be ad
dressed to Silver City. This arrange
ment will be a great convenience to at
torneys and others who have business
with the clerk of the court. Dona Ana
county business will lie looked after by
the clerk at Las CruceB.
Stage Leaves Silver City at 8 a. m. every day except Sunday
The little brick house in the southeast
part of town formerly owned hy J. A. for Mogollón and intermediate points.
Whitmore, but now belonging to Frank
Kroop, was blown down by the heavy
All passengers and express must go to Wells, Fargo & (Vs. express
wind this afternoon. Jim Isaacs and
family who reside there had a narrow office from which place the stage starts.
escape. He came very near losing his
two children by the accident. Rio
Gratule Republican.
Post-oflle- c.

M

You Want
to go to the

Mogollons

Get
on

Murphey's Passenger,Express and Mail Line.

W.

M.

Murphey.
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licans will probably be inclined to
satisfy their demands.
If the silver leaders can accomplish an
The Next Presidential Campaign Will
effective understanding among their peobe Interesting.
ple, they will probably devote their efforts to the accomplishment of what is
Cold Burs Will do All in Their Tower to
desired through the medium of the old
Elect an
Man For
party conventions, one or the other. If
President.
IK
both the old parties fail to fully recogthe
in
both
sentiment
A Washington dispatch says that it is nize the silver
two
not prohahle that when the time comes platform and nomination, there are
pursue.
to
is
proposed
courses
it
which
around for a presidential campaign Mr.
candidate on
Sibley, who has been named so far in One is to select as a silver
free coinage
some
independent
ticket
an
advance by the Bimetallic League, will
and influen
is
prominent
who
both
man
take the field as a candidate of the silver
old parties and who has
of
in
one
the
tial
men. The silver leaders desire to avoid
off on any side issue
the necessity of organizing silver men not heretofore gone
Coin's Financial School
of weakness of loyalty
suspected
been
or
into the third party, and much work is
other proposition is to
being done to that end. The action of to his party. The
has made more converts to the silno
but to vote for in
candidate,
name
the Bimetallic League in starting an orpublicain each state pledged ver cause than any other
ganization is not antagonistic to the gen- dependent electors
in the electoral college to tion. We will send it free to any
eral plan of working as far as possible on assembling
vote for some man for president who one paying a year's subscription to
to
within the old party, but is expected to
be relied upon to loyally support the The Eagle in advance.
Send $2
fit in exactly with the general scheme. can
of the free coinage of silver at a
cause
valuthis
and
Eagle
There is an extraordinary activity among
and get The
of 16 to 1. In some states these
the silver men at this time, and much ration
book. Address
independent electors might be chosen able
more even than the public conceive is
The Eagle,
by
in
others
by republican votes and
being done in preparation for the struggle
all would finally
but
City, N. M.
votes,
Silver
democratic
of 1896. An effort is being made to reach
on a free coinage man for presiunite
Administration.
an understanding between the leading
VOTICE TS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE
silver republicans and the leading silver dent.
! undersigned lias been appointed adminisIt is said that the silver men will not trator
of the estate of Albert Straueh, lately
democrats whereby they will unite in
nomination of ei- deceased, and that all persons bavins? claims
with
the
be
satisfied
of
of
the
candidate
either
supporting
the
said estate, and also all persons who
McKinley, Harrison, Allison uitalnst
are Indebted to the same, ure hereby required
old parties which eliall select a free coin- ther Reed,
present
the same to him on or before the
to
Whitney.
age man for a candidate or to bolt from or
expiration of one year from and after the date
ai tne prouaiu cuuri in
The Atchison's artesian well, up at La of Ills appointment
both parties if they both adhere to the
and for Grant county New Mexico.
success.
Jlll.lim W'RIXUEIIAITSEN.
gold standard policy. They have be- Junta, Colo., is a pronounced
-t
March, lUth ÍHIK.
was
large
417
a
vein
of
feet,
come convinced that the plan of the At a depth
I he natural
men is to practically abandon struck in coarse gravel.
NO FUN ABOUT IT
of the top
out
water
forcing
the
flow
all effort to control congress in favor of
gallons per minute
sound money, and to devote themselves measured thirty-fou- r
E.
estimated that 100
is
it
pump
entirely to the procurement of a presi- and with a
AND SHOEMAKER.
BOOT
he se
dent who will stand in the way of silver gallons or more per minute can
I promise you faithfully. In the long run,
cured. The company will sink another you shall save half your money, by liavlim
legislation.
work neatly and promptly done to suit
cases at once. The your
uioll fnr piiienenev
yourself, nt E. UOSENIIElUi'S
Unlesss the silver men have in the
o
"
Silver City. N. M.
as crystal
congress a
majority in water is very soft and as clear
both houses an
executive can
as effectually prevent silver legislation, as
could a majority of sound-mone- y
men in
Proprietor of the
congress. Recognizing this situation the
silver' men propose to begin now the
fight to secure the next president. It is
understood among the leaders that they
are not to be influenced by their party
associations to support any candidate
whose position on this question is not
entirely satisfactory to them.
A great many informal conferences
which have been held led to this deter
mination, and the first manifestation of
the firmness of the republican silver men
will be when it comes to reorganize the
Will constantly keep on hand the choicest
committes of the senate. If it were necessary in order to accomplish what they
want in this reorganization, it is believed
that they would ignore entirely the rei
publican party and associate them
in
selves with silver men of any party to
We solicit your patronage.
effect the reorganization. It is not be Also a full line of FliUIT.

WANT

THE PRESIDENT.

Anti-Silv-

mum

11éÍ4p

4-

anti-silv-

er

ROSENBERG,

fifty--

two-thir-

fifth

anti-silv-

er

B. T.

i

y- n

i

LINK,

PEOPLE'S

EAT"

ARKET

Beef, Pork and Mutton.
Oysters, Fish and Game

lieved, however, that Buch a course will
repnb
be necessary, si nee the
anti-silv-

er

Season.
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year, which haa just been puonsiiea,
shows that English law makers are not
able, to prevent serious mine accidents,
and what cannot be accomplished in
England after hundreds of years of experience need scarcely bo attempted in

Entered at the postofllce at Silver City,
N. M for transmission through the malls at New Mexico.
second class rates.
Ofllco on Yanklo Street between Texas and
Arizona Streets.
Advertising Kates on Application.

Subscription Untes, Postage Prepaid:
- $2.00
One year
- 1.00
Six mouths
.50
Three months
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65
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FATALITIES IN MINES.
Until the present year the fatal accidents in mines in New Mexico have not
wen of such a nature as to call the at
tention of the public to them, but the ao
cidents at the White Ash and Old Abe
mines have caused some discussion as to
the propriety of passing more stringent
laws in reference to mines and mining
The laws of England on this subject
may be considered as nearly perfect as
long experience and careful legislation
can make them, yet there were 1,127
fatalities in the coal mines in England
last year. Of these 317 were caused by
explosions of
or coal dust and
444 deaths were caused by the falling in
of roofs or sides in the coal mines.
In England the laws are rigid and
they are rigidly enforced. The system
of mine inspection is as nearly perfect
as the experience and ingenuity of man
can make it but notwithstanding this
317 men lost their lives in English' coal
mines last year on account of explosions
similar to the one which killed 24 men
in the White Ash mine. This goes to
show that it is utterly impossible to prevent accidents of this kind, no matter
how stringent, the laws may be or how
careful inspectors may be in the discharge of their duty. The accident at
Cerrillos would not have happened had
the men obeyed the order not to cross
the dead line which had been established. That this order was disolieyed
was proven beyond the possibility of a
doubt by the finding of a body n one of
the rooms some yarda beyond the dead
line. The use of safety lamps in the
mine might also have prevented this
particular accident, .but no legislation
except such as would require the use .of
absolutely fire proof material in the construction of shaft houses and for use in
shafts would prevent such an accident
as happened in the Old Abe mine.
It is possible that additional legislation in reference to mining in this territory might tend to reduce the number of
accidents in I lie mines, but the report of
the inspector of English mines for last
fire-dam- p

DELINQUENT TAXES.
Last week Solicitor General Victory
rendered an opinion which is of importance to the normal school here. The
opinion was in reference to the act
passed by the last legislature which provides that "all territorial taxes which
were delinquent on the 1st day of January, 1895, and which were assessed
prior to the 1st day of January, 1894,
and all such taxes which have not been
paid over to the territorial treasurer,
shall, when collected, be paid by the
collector to the treasurer of the county
wherein the same have been levied and
collected, and the said treasurer upon
receipt of the same, shall apply one-haof the amount' or amounts so collected
and received by him to the court fund of
the county, and the other half, or so
much thereof as may be necessary, shall
be appl ied by "said treasurer to the payment of delinquent and outstanding in
terest coupons of said county; and the
surplus remaining over after the pay
ment of the said delinquent and out- standing interest coupons shall be turned
over and paid into the general county
fund of said cjituty jprovided, however,
that this act shall not apply to the levies
heretofore made for school purposes, or
for the payment of interest on territo
rial funded indebtedness now due or to
become due by the 1st day of July, 1895."
The question raised was as to whether
the exception covered the funds raised
on account of the levy for the university
of New Mexico. The solicitor general,
after citing cases in point, sums up the
'

Elkim? as United States senator, he has
carefully refrained from expressing his
views on the silver question, although
his association in the Harrison cabinet
leads to the belief that he will be found
advocating a gold standard. Hut when
a suitable opportunity arrives, he may
propound such modified views on that
subject and exhibit such friendliness for
free coinage as will secure for hi in the
n
and southern silver states.
His long residence in New Mexico,
which territory he represented as a del
egate in congress, with his later residence in West Virginia, together with
his activity in developing the mining
and industrial, resources of tho south,
makes him especially strong in that section and gives him many points of preference over II. Clay Evans, of Tennes
ultra-wester-

western man ana
man would be a great
combination in the next presidential
campaign.

see.
a

An

semi-southe- rn

lf

The Albuquerque Citizen is now convinced that New Mexico will be a republican state. The Citizen should remember that New Mexico has been knocking
for admission into the" union for fifty-fiv- e
years anil that, although it has a
larger population than some of t he states,
it is yet a long way from statehood.
After an enabling act shall have tieen
passed will le time enough for the Citizen to figure on the political complexion
of the state of New Mexico.
The eminent financiers of the east who'
that silver could be produced profitably at forty cents an ounce were not so
well posted as they thought they were.
With silver at sixty cents an ounce the
production fell off so materially that the
supply was not equal to the demand and
the consequence is that the price of the
white metal is going up.

said

case as follows

"Upon authority, therefore as well as
upon reason it would seem that a tax
levied for the benefit of the university of
New Mexico is a tax for school purposes,
and is therefore excepted by the provisions of the act approved February 28.
The proceeds of tax levies for the university of New Mexico, as well as for
the New Mexico college of agriculture
and mechanic arts, and the normal
schools at Silver City and Las Vegas
should therefore be utilized, not for
court and county purposes, as provided
for by the aforesaid act, but should be
transmitted when collected to t he proper
territorial officials to be by them distributed as provided by law previous to the
passage of the act under consideration."

Geuonimo will never return to this
part of the country. This government
lias assured Mexico that Geromiino and
his band of Apaches will be kept in tho
Indian territory and this assurance will
please the residents of this part, of New
Mexico no less than it. will the residents
of northern Mexico.
An Exoi.isiiman
who lately visited
New Mexico has sent 12,000 copies of
Coin's Financial School to England in
order to enlighten Englishmen on the
silver question. The subject of bimetallism is iK'ing more earnestly discussed
in England now than ever before.

Silvkr men will control the democratic
national convention next year. New
The Washington News is starting an Mexico will do her share toward securing
incipient boom for S. B. Elkins, form- control by sending a solid delegation to
erly of this territory, for
vote and work for a free silver man for
It savs that since the election of Mr. presidential candidate.
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Chicago monometallists have invited
Grover Cleveland to Chicago and the
silver men in the Pennsylvania legislature want to hear a silver man talk.
Strange things are happening but silver
is constantly gaining ground.

Miss Nannie Bibb, sister of Mrs. W.
H. Decker, of Central, and who has been
visiting there, has returned to her home.
The spring term of the district court
of this district for the county of Sierra
will, com menee on Monday, April 22.
The sand storm of last Friday was
Josrph C. Sibley is a Jeffersonian
very severe on growing vegetables. In
democrat and upholds the doctrines of
some parts of the county where there is
the democratic party. Like all true
a great deal of sand, considerable damdemocrats he believes in the unlimited
age was done to grass.
use of gold and silver, the money of the
A few days rain would do a great deal
constitution.
of good to the ranges now. Grass has
The democratic press of New Mexico got a good start and with a little rain
is pulling for silver.
Until recently now it would keep growing and furnish
there were a few worshippers of the an abundance of feed for stock during
golden calf but they have joined the the spring months.
Carlos Norrero, one of the oldest res
silver forces and are doing good work for
idents of this county, died at his home
silver.
at San Juan, on the Mimbres, last Fri
The republicans carried Chicago last
day. Mr. Norrero was highly respected
week. This is another indication that
in the community in which he lived
the democratic party should come out and was well known throughout the
honestly and act on democratic princi- county.
ples.
Services at the Episcopal church : to- at 4 p. m. : Thursday (Holy Com
dav.
Born, to the wife of Charles Stevens,
munion), at 8 p.m.; Good Friday, at
Lords-buron Saturday, April 6, 1895, at
1U. .10 a. m. and 8 p.m.; master, at n
N. M., a son.
a. m. and 8 p. m. All are cordially inin
Mrs. D. Abraham left, yesterday, for vited. Easter musical program another column.
Wat-rostop
She
will
Germany.
over at
Chas. Davis, who has been running
for a short visit.
the Standard mill at Gold Hill has fitted
Spring is here, the time when the un the Bragaw mili which he will run.
is very little doing just now in
"young man's fancy lightly turns to j There
the camp, but miners there are hoping
thoughts of love" and poetry.
for better times.
The twelfth annual encampment of the
Last week J. H. Bragaw purchased
several fine bulls of Ed Toney, of Gold department of New Mexico, G. A. R.,
will bo held in Santa Fe on the 3rd and
Hill. Mr. Bragaw.has placed the bulls 4th of next month. It is expected that
on his range near Georgetown.
G!ii. Lawler will be in attendance and
Col. Bliss, commanding officer at Fort if reduced rates can be obtained on the
railroads there will be a large attendance
Bayard, will probably bo promoted to
at the encampment.
the command of this department within a month, with headquarters at Deng,

us

ver.
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It

In

Love.

I'm feeling very strange of lato,
All Is not right I fear;
My mind's approaching such a statu
Twcro mild to call It queer.
It first began with writing verso.
And seeking rhymes for "dove"
But now It's dally growing worse;
Oh tell mo, Is It love ?
I do noteat enough to keep
A humming bird alive,
They say I babble In my sleep
Such honeyed thoughts I hive,
I know I stammer when I speak!
My bunds are In my way,
A certain doorstep makes mo weak,
Now, Is It love 1 Oh say
To woman's charms, so long quite proof
Smiles, blushes, dimples, all,
From each bright snaro I held aloof
And viewed my comrades fall;
Who would have dreamed, that even I.
As sure as heaven's alwve,
In my dreams, would see ouo nigh,
Oh, tell me, Is It love ?
Within my brain queer fancies como
And problems strange and now,
If one lives on a certain sum,
How much will serve for two ?
And then anon, I'm darkly sad,
And, then I'm wildly gay;
Oh tell me, am I growing mad.
Or Is It love; oh say ?
Mkxico Line
!

The year 1895 will be a remarkable
one from both an astronomical and religious point of view.
On Good Friday
(April 12), the heavenly bodies which
gravitate round the sun will le in exactly the same position they occupied in
the firmament on the day of the crucifixion. It will Imj the first time such a
thing has occurred since the great day,
1,8(52 years ago. That was the thirty-thir- d
year of the Christian era which
dates from the birth of Christ. At
11 : 20 p. in., on April 11, the moon will
pass before Virginia Spica and hide that
constellation for over an hour.

ATTENTION

PLEASE,

Judge Bantz is making extensivo improvements on his residence property
I desire to inform you that having purchased tho stock, fixtures,
Already the place has
on Broadway.
been wonderfully improved in appear- etc. of Mr.. J. A. Kcmmis, Watchmaker and Jeweler, I will continue the
business at the same place.
ance.
A select line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC. Carried.
Qnite a number of men are at work on
make a SPECIALTY of FINE WATCH REPAIRING and will
I
Copper Flat developing the mines there.
a trial and will guarantee satisfaction.
appreciate
The mines look better than everand CopVery Truly,
per Flat promises to make a lively camp
R.
before many months.
for
The city council has advertised
bids for doing the city printing for the
The
coining year and also for assessing propCLARK- 1
in on
erty of the city. Bids are to
WHITSON-LEITC- H
the first of next month.

J.

James Logan, one of the oldest of the
old timers of this section, is in the city.
He was in this country years before the
war11 lighting Indians.
He resided in
the'Mogollons for many years.

HICKS.

,

MUSICCO.

Piano.

ALBUQUERQUE, N- - M.,
EL PASO, TEXAS,
203 Railroad Amine.
119 San Francinro St,
There was a lively movement in real
estate. in this county last Friday. It Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
movedeast in clouds all day and most of
Can refer to many families witli whom they have dealt.
the night. It was the worst dust storm
Tuning of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
Write them for catalogue of new stvle Pianos,
which has "visited this section for years.

Ttvlt.
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A Republican View.

In an interview with a reporter of the
Chicago Record, Chauncey M. Depew,
on the silver question, said: "The question of free coinage is not taken seriously in the eastern states. It is not mentioned in politics, it is not discussed in
the papers. I will venture that 99 per
cent, of the people of the east are in favor of the gold standard without any
apologies.
Where the alleged issue of
silver coinage is thought about at all, it
is merely that it is all right for one to
take up as a hobby if he has time. I do
not wish to be bigoted in reviewing the
situation because I know that in the
south the sentiment is very nearly unanimous for adopting the silver basis,
and the west also clamors for the same
end. But it remains true that the east
does not attach importance to this fact,
nor do our people expect any serious
step toward the change."
"May not the two parties unite on the
silver and make it the one issue?"
"The democrats will have to make a
stagger at indorsing free silver to hold
old democratic states, but it will not be
constitutional. The republicans will
steer clear of the question. Either party,
it is safe to say, will only treat the mat
ter so far as politics may demand to hold
their old strength and keep wind for the
sails of a third party."
"But some of the party leaders have
declared for the restoration of silver to
its monetary function," it wi urged.
"None of them mentioned the fact
while they were candidates.
Nothing
but a miracle can wrest triumph from
the republican party."

E. E. GANDARA.

The Silver City

TEN CENT STORE.

GOLD AND

SILVERSMITH.

Drives in DRY GOODS and
Jewelry Made to Order Repairing
CLOTHING
Neatly Done.
Special Bargains in LADIES',
GENTS' and CHILDREN'S
SHOES.
PRICES REDUCED.
Also a full line of GLASSWARE and CROCKERY.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
We sell everything CHEAP
Yuiikle St. Silver City, N. M.
FOR CASH.

BORENSTEN BROS.

FLEMING CATTLE CO.
Range :
Fleming and
vicinity.

J. SMITH,

L.

General Repair Shop.

Fostofliee

and Revolvers
Promptly Repaired.

Bicycles,

Guns

Rute Kt'iisonublo.
Yanklo Ht. Silver City, N.

:

Silver City,

M.

FREE TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.

Every person
sending $2.00 to

The Eagle for a year's subscription will be presented with a copy of
the World Almanac.

3i

TSiii

till
PA

I

MD

FOR 18 OB.

EHCYOLOFEDIA

The Best Reference Book Printed,
A Volume of over 500 pages
It Treats 1,400 topics
Endorsed by STATESMEN,

Two ltepubllcnn Oplnluim.

However it may be as regards other
phases of the silver question, Mr
McKinley must realize that in respect to
free coinage there is no room for facing
both ways. If he should attempt to
shuttle or quibble with that issue he
would throw away whatever prospect he
now possesses of sitting in the presidenn
tial! chair. No aspirant for that
will have the remotest chance of
election in 1896 unless the business voters
feel perfectly certain that he would veto
a free coinage bill on sight. Boston
Herald.

EDUCATORS

STUDENTS everywhere,

Has Reached Such a State of Perfection That it Is a Veritable
Encyclopedia of Facts, Statistics and Events Brought Down
to January First, 1895.

iob-tio-

Governor McKinley is quite safe in
declaring that he will not accept the
republican nomination for the presidency if the party adopts a free coinage
plank. The republican party will no
more declare for free silver next year
than it will fly to the moon. Philadelphia Inquirer.
At the meeting of the board of penitentiary commissioners last week E. II.

Bergman, present superintendent of the
institution, was releeted. He has made
a first rate superintendent.

and

THE

1895 volume is a whole library
itself.
One can hardly think

of a question it cannot answer.

It tells

all about party platforms, election statistics, the new tariff, relicions nf tinearth., population everywhere, state and (fg
government statistics, occupations of
men, foreign matters, literature, science
It is . . .
and education.

1

I
t

AMERICA'S STANDARD YEAR BOOK.

PRICE,

postpaid by mail,

-

I

25 CENTS.

Address THE WORLD, New York City.

ij
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HOGS AND ALFALFA.

who has tried finds out sooner or later
that, while a small flock of twenty hens
More Profitable Than Fruit Raising may pay a yearly profit of $40, it by no
means follows that 200 hens will yield
in New Mexico.
$400.
Indeed, it is just possible that 200
hens
not give as much net profit as
may
A MchIUh Valley Fruit Grower Given Some
twenty.
Valuable Idean to TIllerH
Thus it frequently happens that the
of the Hull.
fruit farmer finds himself crippled for
I have been much struck by the fact funds, and he is unable to give to his or-

that nearly all California literature upon chard the care and attention which it
irrigated lands gives especial promi- needs, and the whole enterprise becomes
nence to fruit growing, and the enor- a failure. Far better results are obmous profits to be realized thereby are tained where the farmer devotes his
the main inducements which are held land mainly to alfalfa, with a mathematout to investors. The promoters of irri- ical certainty. Halve it, or even quargation in other parts have to a great ex- ter it, and you will have a profit that
ideas of farmtent followed this example. Little men- beats all the
For
tion is ever made of stock and dairy ing.
I am by no means deprecating the fact
farming, and yet as I cast my eye over
fruit raising is the most profitable
that
great
the
irrigated west, I find the most
prosperous fanners are those who devote use to which irrigated lands can ultimateWe want The Eagle to be read
their energies to the raising of stock and ly be put, but it has many drawbacks
the coining year by every
during
for the farmer as compared with stock
dairy produce rather than to fruit.
will
Doubtless, the prospective fortunes to raising. In the first place the portion family in Grant county. It
be made out of fruit are very dazzling to sown to corn or sorghum to feed with the continue, to be the best, neatest and
the uninitiated, and by the real estate alfalfa in the shape of fodder or ensilage. newsiest local paper published in
agents are more easily compiled on paper Not only can hogs and dairy cattle be New Mexico.
It will advocate
than are the profits from stock, which fed at less expense on an irrigated farm democratic principles and
oppose
farm where
are liable to be very sharply criticised than on the
all
and
combinations
rings,
cliques
is
pronot
practiced,
the
irrigation
but
by practical men who know pretty well
what a cow will produce, whether it be ducts are invariably worth in the arid of whatever character.
in Kansas or California.
Besides, any west from 40 to 50 per cent, more than
idiot can see that a cow cannot be kept in the eastern states. The mild climate
(The (!:ag1c
for nothing, whereas he may bo deluded is another great advantage in favor of
into lielieving that an orchard requires the western farmer, as cattle and other
will keep an eye open to all the
All stock do better and need less outlay for
no such outlay for maintenance.
cold
in
is
shelter
than
also
climates.
It
interests of the taxpayers of the
the estate agent lias to do is to start
point
the
important
experience
an
that
county, every one of whom will
with an imaginary price of two cents a
pound for the fruit, then he figures out gained by the stock grower in the east find it to his interest to take The
eighty-si- x
trees to the acre, set out at will, with slight variations, apply equal- Eagle.
twenty-fou- r
feet, and 500 ly well to the west, whereas the fruit
by twenty-on- e
In order to enable every person
pounds of fruit to the tree, and you have grower or market gardener coming out
will
find
from
east
the
the
climatic
and
in
Grant county to judge of the
an income of $8(50 per acre liefore you
know where you are, and all reckoned other conditions so different here that character of the paper, we will send
out too. The returns from an orchard ho will practically have to unlearn a
deal that he knows. But the great
may be very small for the first five or six great
She
;i0lc
which the stock farmer has
advantage
years, and my experience is that the
is
to
fruit
raiser
he
k'gins
the
that
man who sets out an orchard rarely over
from now until June 15, 1895, for
takes this into consideration. Ho is apt make a profit from the very start.
is
in
a
noteworthy
the
fact,
that
It
25 cents. Send in your subscrip
to think that if he can only pay dotvn
of
finest
valley,
Clara
the
one
Santa
buy
the first installment on the land and
tion and that of vour neighbor.
the trees, he will le able to earn enough fruit districts in all California, the most
money to provide for the future by rais- prosperous farmers are those who make
Address
cheese and not those who raise fruit.
ing vegetables and poultry.
G
Now if there is one department of In Arizona, Professor urly ,late director
She (Barjlc,
farming that needs a long practical ex- of the Arizona experiment station, was
Silver City, N. M.
perience, it is the raising of vegetables. telling me the other day that the alfalfa
Itest
off,
while
right
the
here
are
fanners
Ono may learn out of a book, or by taking advantage of the experience of one's at home I notice that the men who have
made the most progress grow alfalfa and
neighbors, how to grow fruit trees, but hogs. Raising hogs may not bo so rothe vegetable garden requires the exer- mantic and attractive as peach orchards
cise of intelligent and constancc care. and orange proves, but the profits are
A tree will grow more or less if left to surer and quicker.
The fact is that the great future for
itself, but a cabbago or cauliflower is by stock raising on our irrigated lands is by
no means so accommodating, and it is no means fully appreciated, but I am
only after two or three years of failure, convinced that 'vhen practical farmers
in hand they will find
or by an apprenticeship to a market gar- take the matter
they can raise leef, mutton, nutter, badener that one learns to master the many con, eggs and poultry at a much less
petty details of the vegetable garden. cost than in the eastern states. F. C.
As regards poultry farming, every one Barker in Pecos Vallev Argus.
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tainty as io ner late.

CELTIC CIVILITY.
When in 1805 the United States decided to send ten gunboats to help in it Is Manifested In tho Most Ordinnry
war against Tripoli one of these
Conversation.
American Gunboata That Went the
vessels, known as "Gunboat No. 7,"
The gift of the Irish peasant for
Down Forever.
met with a mishap after leaving port making expressive and numorous
and was forced to put back again. Perphrases is not by any means a fiction of
itrlef BTiew of Naval Louses During Cen- haps if Lieut. James Lawrence, who literature. The use of "pat" phrases is
tury
Famous Mea of War That
commanded "Gunboat No. 6," had natural to hiin.
Have Mysteriously Disappeared
been assigned to the unlucky "No. 7,"
A clerical traveler in Cavan not long
from View.
which Lieut. Ogelvie commanded, ago asked a peasant how far it was to a
American naval history might have certain village and was answered:
Since the last great storm swept been different. As
it was "No. 0" ar- "Two miles."
ncrobs the Atlantic it has become rea- rived safely, and Lawrence lived to de"What! Only two miles?" said the
sonably certain that more than one ves- feat the Peacock and to fight
the Shan- traveler, who had before traversed the
sel has been swallowed up in the waves.
non; but Lieut. Ogelvie's gunboat went distance and found it a long road.
In some instances the fate of the lost forth again after repairs and
sailed
"Well, your ravcrence," answered the
vessels has been learned from the into the mysterious waters of the unpeasant,
"it is two miles shtrong and
ships;
wreckage seen by passing
but it known, and another "missing" ship
rich, so to spake!"
has happened, many times since men was entered on the navy's rolls.
A somewhat similar story is told by
first began to go down into the deep in
most
The
famous
of
missing
all
the
one
of Lord Zetland's party, who were
ships, that an apparently stout standi
ships of the American navy was the making inquiries into the condition of
vessel has set sail gayly from port only
to vanish as completely as if her voyage Wasp. In its brief history it had a a distressed district. They were crosshad been outside of the solar system. brilliant record, having within a pe- ing a lake; a gale was blowing and
Even the American navy has suffered riod of five months taken fifteen ves waves were dashing over the boat.
The gentleman referred to had been
and perhaps sels, valued at more than two hundred
such losses, that are y
always will be an unsolved mystery. thousand dollars. Its prowess as a assured that an Irish peasant, if treated
The first important loss of this kind, terror of the seas was so remarkable well, will always agree with what U
says the Boston Advertiser, was the that its name had grown tobe a menace said to him rather than appear disagreeeighteen-gu- n
Saratoga, one to British merchantmen. Late in the able. It struck the gentleman that here
of the few ships that composed the year 1814, less than six months after was a good chance to put the assertion
American navy 110 years ago. The loss she had left the Portsmouth navy yard to the proof.
"There is very little wind, Pat," he
of the Saratoga was in itself a story for her career of victory, the Wasp dis
appeared
some said to one of the boatmen.
completely.
Perhaps
notice
might
the
well
attract'
that
The answer came through the howlof a writer of fiction, as it occurred at damage received in an encounter with
the close of what promised to be a sig- the enemy had weakened the sloop's ing of the elements:
"Very little, indade, yer honor, but
nally successful cruise. The Saratoga timbers so that she fell an easy prey to
sailed from Philadelphia early in the wind and water; but, whatever hap fwhat there is is moighty shtrong!"
autumn of 1780, and in October captured pened, she left no trace.
to
YOUTH i:NEWED.
three vessels bound from Jamaica to i The last American
New York. Returning toward Phila- vanish was the brig Epervier, which What the Magic f Modern Sclonro litis
"
delphia with her prizes the Saratoga sailed from Decatur's fleet to the
Accom;ilnli nI.
Intrepid, United States to bear the treaty made
sighted the British
asmeeting
recent
At
medical
a
of
a
escaped with the Dey of Algiers. July 13, 1815, sociation in Philadelphia one of the
and being clearly
east.
Her prizes the Epervier was last seen near the speakers drew attention to the signiii-can- t
by putting off to the
were recaptured by the British, and she strait of Gibraltar. Since that time she,
facts that the average lengl'.i
herself disappeared utterly from human too, has joined the fleet of the missing. of life is increasing and that the peiiixl
Where the vessels of that fleet lie and
ken.
of activity, in which the best work i.
Just about twenty years later the what became of the crews are matters accomplished, with both men and
United States frigate Insurgent, carry- that may never be known until the women is extending. The advance of
ing' thirty-si- x
guns, sailed from the judgment day; but perhaps chance sanitary and hygienic science, says the
Chesapeake Capes under orders tu may yet throw some light on the question. In the meantime the theme is one Baltimore American, has offered fair
decruise between longitudes sixty-si- x
prospect to the average man and
degrees west nml that may well invite the attention of woman for increase of days, and modgrees and sixty-eigimaginative
novelist.
the
to go no farther south than thirty deern invention, by lessening the wear
grees north. It is probably within that
and tear entailed by the diseoinforts of
I'leiity
of
lllff Came.
very tract of the ocean that the Saratoga
former generations, has still further
For an old settled state Arkansas prevented the waste of vitality and
was lost, and it was regarded as signifimore
game
has
any
On
than
other.
cant by some of the old salts of the
nervous energy. Life u also lengths
American navy at the beginning of the the St. Francis river, where the
ened in another way, by the fact that
are tall and dense;, the country time is minimized,
present century that the Insurgent,
and that travel r.u.l
with
alive
deer
and bear. Thoy all necessary communication now take
too, sailed off into the list of ships seems
whose faith no man knows. For all one have a peculiar way of hunting in up a marvelously short s;xi :o of modern
can say to the contrary the Insurgent these brakes. They keep dogs mid life, leaving so much more time to deand the Saratoga lie side by side oil the horses specially trained for it. The vote to other objects that the practical
dogs, perhaps twenty or thirty, arc effect is to add more
Chesapeake Capes.
days to one's acIn the same year, the only year in put in the brake, and I lie hemes r.rc count.
trained to follow tho dogs, ami that is
which two of the American
With this increase of life and thb
they will do at all hazard. As extension of activity a man is
mysteriously disappeared, the fourteen1 what
far
n
as
dogs
a
take trail and begin younger y
the
gun brig Pickering was ordered to
his an ;estoiv. were
than
tiuadeloupe to cruise along the coast io bay the horses strike out pell mell at a given age. The lnagij of modern
woods, and brake, and swamp,
times has literally performed th::t
there. In September, 1800, a hep"y through
everything in their course,
jumping
generwas
and
ocean,
it
gale swept the
miracle of olden times and
.ml plunging in a way that would tcr-if- y legends
ally believed at the time that the Inthe renewal of youth. The
English
an
fox
hunter.
The
rider wearing drudgery of labor has bcc:i
surgent and the Pickering went down
nothing to do, and that is uome-.::i- 5 vastly lightened on the
at about the same time and in practico:i3 hrr.iil.
more than enough, but to hold his whilo broader interests
ally the same storm. The Pickering
on the oi'.u v
He
cut.
must
close
keep
to the dogs, keep the modern bruin from tho mulwas not a very seaworthy vessel when
equipped with guns, and there is little .'or when the bear is brought to his ing process of age narrow liven as 1
hind legs there is dangerof losingthree restricted ideas formerly brought
onil.
question that she foundered during a
or
four of the valuable animals before
'. a time when
is
no
of
course
cer
gale, although there
brain i.i now in U.i
that
the beust is killed.
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THE PARROT KEPT HIS

HEAD.

Though It idly Sliiki'n by an Explosion lie
icln't ! ir(f't. to 7'ock Aftfrward.
Marshall P. Wilder is never chary of
his stories, says a New York exchange.
Eit'.ier they arc inexhaustible or he
I

doesn't fear that they will lose their
Here is a
r. 'geby private repetition.
one: "Two Yankee sailors strolled
into a show in Guatemala, where a
prostidigitateur was entertaining the
audience.. A parrot was perched on the
buck of the bench where they sat.
After every surprising feat one sailor
would turn to the other with the remark: 'That was pretty good! I wonder what will come next?' That was
repeated till it made the parrot tired.
Presently one of them threw down a
burning match with which he had
lighted his pipe. It fell through a
crack in the floor and into a powder
magazine. Biff! went the whole building, people and all, and nothing was
left but a hole in the ground and the
parrot, which was uninjured though
badly shaken up. The bird pulled
itself together, straightened out its
feathers, flapped its way to a heap of
ruins and croaked: 'That was pretty
good! I wonder what will come next?'"
,

nurliid lllm Depp.
The beadle in a rural district in
Perthshire had become too feeble to
perform his duties as minister's man
and grave digger, and had to get
an assistant. The two did not agree
a few months Sandy,
well, but-aftthe beadle, died, and Tamilian had to
perforin the last service for his hite
partner. ' The minister strolled up to
Tammas while he was giving' the finishing touches to the grave, nnd casually remarked: "Have you put' Sandy
"I hev that,
weel down, Tainmas?"
sir," said Taminas, very decidedly.
"Sandy may get up, but he'll be among
the hindmost."
er

Polish adventurer named
had appeared in Dresden as a professional hypnotizer. Dresden has many rich people who have
nothing special to keep them employed,
and the man with the unpronounceable
name found plenty. of faithful followers. Among these was a lady of good
family, beautiful and- - rielu The "pro- esiior ' (lecuireu his love to ner, sue
icjcpted him, and thereunder ordinary,
would have been an end
Unfortunately, how-vi-0 the mutter.
Czyuski had already a wife, and
10 tried to get out of the difficulty by
1
sham marriage, asking his new
potiso to keep their union secret. But
lady's relatives got wind
lie high-bor- n
Í the aiiair and had the adventurer
rrosted, accusing him Qf having hyp-- ,
Bialf a dozen.
his victim.
.inieoT-'raen- ,
says the Echo, Berlin,,
vero summoned from as many
to decide whether it was
possible to influence a person to such
an extent that all resistance is impos
sible. The jury failed to be convinced
that such is the case. The charge
against Czyuski, of having made the
lady subservient to him without her
consent, was dismissed, but he was
convicted of disorderly conduct and of
criminal acts against the public morality and sentenced to three years' imprisonment, with five years' loss of
civic honors. The Nation, Berlin, says:
"I do not believe that hypnotic influence is irresistible. When we see the
exhibitions of professional hypnotizers
we are led to think that they command
obedience. If a hypnotized person is
told: 'You are a dog,' he will begin to
bark and crawl on all fours. But I believe that all such people are only
somewhat stupid individuals who follow no other influence than the wish
to appear interesting or to please for
some reason or other the hypnotizer. 1
have often discovered proofs of this.
One man, for instance, was told that in
a certain place there was a wall too
high for him to jump over. He went to
this place and began to jump, but he
always jumped backward! None of the
great scientists who interest themselves
in hypnotism have ever declared that
they themselves could be influenced.
It is impossible with a person feeling
his responsibility; and neither judge
nor jury could be influenced."
Munich.
Luberz-Czyusk-

A

i

i

THE HABIT OF

It

rsycnoiogie oi I'aris and medical inspector of the state lunatic asylums.
The work is a scientific treatise on
or fingernail biting, and contains the results of a series of observations in the public and private schools
of France, and extending .through a
period of more than seven years. At
the eongress of the French Association
for the Advancement of Sciences,, held .'.
at Nancy in 1880,. Berillon first an- - .'
nounecd his observations on the habit
of
and since that time has
been in almost continuous experiment.
In his thoroughly scientific treatment
d
f what the world has never before
worthy of prolonged or special
,tudy Berillon n'us arrived at results
remarkable. His experiments
lead him to pronounce the habit far
'
more widespread and pernicious than
others promptly treated, and force him
to conclude that, if not a disease itself,
t is an unfailing mark of incipient defeneration of the nervous system,
.vlnali, unrecognized, may be productive
.)f the most evil results.
ilp

HYPNOTISM.-ICOU..T.
Yet we hear all about us complaints
that the rush and wear of modern life They Use It In Their Intrigues Leurnel
is hurrying men into premature graves
Men I'ronourtce' Opinions.
at increasing' rate. It. is sadly true
An Interesting casé was recently
that the great virtue of temperance, of brought before the. criminal court of

moderation in all things, has not been
assigned its due importance in this
vast scientific development. It is in
spite of the advantages of the times,
not because of them, that this longer
iifo is not the lot of more. We appreciate the stores of vitality laid up by
thcin for us, but will not resist the
temptation to be intemperate in its use.
The youth and strength of the brain
and body are drawn upon too frequently. We will not be content to live
within our vast means of vitality, but
draw recklessly upon the fund, until
nature refuses to honor our drafts, and
we find ourselves bankrupt.
The business man of y
puts into his career
of comparatively few years the energy,
the thought, the vigor, that formerly
spread over the enterprise of centuries. We speculate with our vital energies, and sometime we stake all on a
single throw. But if we do not make a
safe investment of youth and health, it
is not for lack of the opportunities ci
the times.

NAIL-BITIN-

Is a Mark of Degeneration of the
System. ,

Herv-ou-

13

r

There has just been issued from the
Paris press a brochure which is creating
a large amount of interest in French
medical circles, both on. account of its
originality and the experimental results which it embodies It is from the
pen of Dr. Edgar Berillon, so well
known in the surgical world by reason
of his prominent connection with the
dead Charcot in the latter's hypnotic
experiments, and at present Secretario
General de la Societe d'Hypnolotrie et

nail-bitin-

con-klcre-

'

POSSESSIONS
,

OF

A

TRAMP.

Wayfarer Who Win Prepared for Any
Liuoi'sciicy.

Probably there wasn't another person
the state so well prepared for emergencies as a tramp who has just visited
Saco and Biddeford. He had no overcoat, but, as he wore two coats, two
thick vests, two pairs of trousers and
plenty of underclothing, he didn't miss
in

one much.

When he wandered into the police
ilation, savs the Lewiston (Me.) Journal, he bore a big bundle consisting of
heavy comforter rolled in a piece of
oiljloth. In his pockets were found
several dozen of loose matches and a
box of parlor matches, a big roll of
newspapers, two dozen railroad time
table's, a box of salve, a bottle of insect
powder, two harmonicas, a lot of cards,
a handful of toothpicks, a shoestring, a
vlre- nail, a collar button, a lead pencil
:n.l a carpenter's pencil, a box of indvl-'.'lleads, an illustrated catalogue of
.ibber shoes, a purse with six cents
i:iid an old copper, three broken clay
pipes, a new poeketbook. a piece of silk
hat lining, two pieces of castile soap,
two sand rollers, three seashells, a
broken clamshell, a knife, a plug of tobacco, 'some fishing tackle, a spool of
thread, a piece of wood, a paper of
needles, a roll of birch bark, a suspender buckle, a package of cigarette pictures, a notebook containing several
sketches of Bar Harbor and vicinity, a
chestnut, an acorn, a whetstone, a
dozen pieces of rock, a new whisk
broom, a pocket comb and a big spoon.
a

Produce of Fractions of a Penny.

The old lesson as to "little drops of
water, little grains of sand" making
the universe has had one more exemplification. It is the custom of the Bank
of England not to pay fractions of a
penny. In the case of dividends on
irovornment stock these fractions have
in the course of years amounted to
one hundred ..and forty thousand
pounds, which amount, it is stated, was
a few years ago paid over to the chan-ivlkof the exchequer.
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this exhibition of Japanese pride, which

OFFICE.

The New England tilrl and the Widow
Ara tlio Une Who ltemaln.
In the offices in Washington the
principal rival of the widow is the New

is always prominent when they have
anything to be proud of. It is my living advertisement, for soon all of the
friends are at my door and ready for
the transformation that will redeem
the companionship clouded by the pride
installed in those who have undergone
the artifice which causes them to look
down on their 'uncivilized friends.'
"The direct result of this exhibition
in the streets on the higher classes was
also noticeable, as I began to receive
calls to attend the celebrities of the
kingdom. Prince Komatsu was my
first royal patient. Then in rapid succession came Counts Okuma, Mafoukatu,
Itatoka and Saiago; Viscount Tout aiul
Prince Konoie; M. Matsu, the minister
of agriculture; and M. Kusumato, the
great reformer; Gen. Oshima, commander-in-chief
of the army; Lieut. Oeu.
Nous, chief of the Fifth army corps,
now stationed at Corea; Field Marshal
Yamagata; Admiral U. Ito, commander
of the imperial squadron; First Vice
Admiral Kabaysma, Second Vice Admiral Senkichi lto, Third Vice Admiral
S. Ariji, and Commodores Sakamato, of
the Akagi, and Eurooka, of the training ships, have also visited me professionally.
"As a climax of the recognition my
work received, I had a request from
court to attend his imperial majesty,
the emperor.
I entered the royal
chamber, as instructed, and found his
majesty resting on a couch. His face
was impassive, reserved and changeless. He wore the undress uniform of
a French general cherry-colore- d
trousers and black frogged coat braided
with gold lace. He greeted me warmly, emphasizing his regard for all
Americans. I fulfilled the object of
my call, and departed with but few

England young woman, says the New
York- - Commercial Advertiser.
There
are Massachusetts girls who taught
school twenty and thirty years ago
who got into the departments and are
there yet. In the iirst place, the New
England girl has been educated to the
idea of making her own living and to
regard marriage as very improbable.
She is, first of all, a scholar, and a
scholar of natural capacity and breadth
of character.
She can do anything any
man can do except, possibly, climb a
tree. Hut she can climb a civil service
examination, which is infinitely of
more importance to the government
and to herself. She may be a widow,
but she gets there, and she stays to a
ripe old age. In fact, there is no record of any widow or New England girl
dying or getting married from a government office. Any one of them would
scout the idea, of leaving a salary of
11,000 or 11,200 or 11,000 or $1,800 a year
to do housework for some man who
can't earn as much himself. So the
New England girl and the widow stick
to a salary and leave romance to callow fools.
As the civil service record shows that
about one woman out of every sixth
clerk is called for by bureau officials,
nothing but superior adaptability and
staying powers will account for the
steady increpe of women in all the departments.
Perhaps the permanent
removal of the subordinate places
under the government from the political influences which once controlled
them has done more for every class of
employes who can rely upon their own words.
merits than anything else has done.
"It is only during the past month
that I have been performing the opera-Jo- n
TAKING OUT THE SLANT.
extensively, but from all appear-mee- s
Japanese Eyet Btr.i jlitonml by u Amerid
I am not going to be able to
can Surjli-uto all callers myself in the future.
Troco.
1 has often impressed
"All the subject lias to do is to submit
me how much
to a simple and comparatively painless .ho straightened Japanese opt
reoperation, and hold his head still," says sembles that of the beloved Caucasian.
a Japan correspondent of thoUoston Transformed it is really beautiful."
Ilerald. "I take a small scalpel in hand,
that is the right, of course, and, stretchBangor' Rellet Method.
ing the skin with the forefinger of my
A novel and effective plan for the releft hand, make an incision on the
outer point of the eyelid in a straight lief of the suffering poor of Uangor.
lino for the barest part of an inch. The Me., has been put in operation by the
lashes are then drawn into shape, and relief committee of that city thi.i winheld so firmly by a piece of the chemi- ter. Paper bags were distributed
cally prepared sticking plaster I have among tho householders, accompanied
made strong enough for the purpose. by a printed slip, saying: "l'loaso put
The wound needs no further dressing, in this bag any contribution you may
wish to make, however small, and reand the subject of the emperor and
." Tho result waa very
of the Flowery kingdom goes turn to
Many people in moderate
satisfactory.
on about his business as if nothing had
happened. In a few days it is entirely circumstances had before refrained
healed, when I am sought to remove the from giving because of the smallncss of
plaster, and with the plaster comes my their contributions, but this method
opened a way for tho mite of each one
fee. This is the only bill I issue.
"When the wound is healed the sub- to reach tho proper channel for the
of the poor. The paper baga vere
ject patrols the streets and enters the
tea houses in high glee. II is triumph returned, containing groceries, provisover his friends is interesting to note, ions that were not immediately perishable, clothing and money. Tho small
for then he looks upon his fellow-workeeyes
of
out
as straight as mine, and individual gift in the aggregate became
witli an aristocratic gleam of s:orn. a mighty colic. 'Hon of food and clothliut I have no complaint to uv.Au- - of ing foi the relief of distress.
at-en-

l

vo-li- cf

rs

Courageou

INCUimIS.

Conduct and Marvelou

Turk.
Constantinople correspondent of
the New York Tribune says that it will
probably never be known how many
persons were killed in that city by the
earthquake of last summer. The Turkish government has a chronic hatred of
facts, and the newspapers were forbidden to publish statistics of the earthquake. What are believed to be moderate estimates place the number of
deaths at ubout ono hundred and fifty,
and the number of the wounded at
about six hundred.
The correspondent cannot help praising the courage of the firemen stationed
on watch at the top of a tower more
than two hundred feet high. They
stuck to their post, although the tower
swayed like a flagstaff, and when the
fires broke out after the overthrow of
dwellings, they gave the signals as
usual.
Another case of a similar sort was
that of a minaret builder who had gone
up to the top of a minaret to remove a
conical cap which the first shocks had
thrown askew. While he was there another shock occurred, and there was
another panic hi the streets.
His assistants, who . were in one of
the galleries of the minaret, began to
run downstairs, and the mosque servants below shouted to him to come
down, but he stayed where he was.
"If this is going to fall;" he said, "it
will fall before 1 can get out of it," and
lie proceeded with his work.
Many wonderful escapes occurred.
Two men were walking together. A
Turk met them, and, as is not unusual
when a Turk meets foreigners, he
pushed in between them, instead of
turning to one side. At that instant a
stone fell from the building above them,
and hit the Turk, who fell dead between
the two horrified foreigners.
Hut the most marvelous escape was
that of a boy three years old. He was
running along the street at the base of
the city wall just as one of the ancient
When the
towers was overthrown.
dust cleared away he was discovered
pinned to the ground by great stones
lying on his skirts on each side of him,
but himself quite unhurt.
A

.

Critical Logic railed.
The late Sherlock Holmes had a
favorite dictum: "Eliminate the impossible, and what is left, however improbable, must be the truth." This
was not at all in accordance with the
saying of Victor Hugo: "Nothing is so
imminent as the impossible. What
must be always foreseen is the unforeseen." Most of us will agree, from experience, with Hugo rather than with
Holmes. The impossible docs not happen. When "Mercy Philbrick's Choice"
was published in the "No Name" scries,
the critics were agreed that it seemed
to be written by Helen Hunt Jackson.
Hut, U3 tho:;o who knew her love for
s
and acquaintance with nature
also pointed out, she could not be tho
author, for there wcro several glaring
mist ulcus in the naming and placing of
blossoms in the story. Yet, as was
afterward disclosed, she did write it; so
all the theorizing went for nothing.
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BOTTLE.

Returned After

Many Laya.

In June, 1893, Lieut. II. T. Mayo, of
the United States navy, in charge of
the hydrographic office at Port Towns-enWash., gave the captain of the
Northern Pacific steamer Victoria a
bottle which he asked him to drop into
the sea when his ship was about halfway across the Pacific on its voyage to
China, so as to test the currents.
The
bottle, savs the Chicago Record, was
securely corked and sealed and contained a request printed in seven different languages, including Russian,
Chinese and Japanese, that whoever
found it should send it to the nearest
custom house in the United States,
with the date and the location when
and where it was first seen. On July
I, 18!)!!, when the vessel was in latitude
forty-nin- e
degrees thirty-tw- o
minutes
north and longitude one hundred and
scvcnly-íiv- o
degrees and forty-tw- o
minutes west, Second Officer Dobson,
of the Victoria, took the bottle and
with a swing of his long arm cast it
One morning a few
into the water.
weeks ago when Lieut. Mayo came
down to his office he found on his desk
a package wrapped in an ancient and
much soiled German newspaper, which,
to his surprise, was found to contain the
wry bottle he sent on that queer
errand abxit sixteen months before.
',''!ie janitor said the package had been
t there by two rough-lookin- g
sailors.
I 'pon drawing the cork
the lieutenant
i mud a rude inscription upon the back
oí' h: carefully printed instructions
,!iiuh read:
"Here's your bottle. Found (on such
and stuh a date, In such and such latitude and longitude). The next time
y.m cast a bottle adrift please put
something else in it besides a piece of
paper."
d,

i
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GRECIAN ENTERPRISE.
Why the I rult of Athens Is Always Too
Green to 1'mK
It is the way of travelers to complain
of the food they are obliged to eat in
foreign countries. Whether it is an
American in Europe, or a European in
A i::ciLa, the result is much the same.
We like the things to which we are accustomed. When Edmond About was
in Greece, he carried matters so far as
to object to eating green peaches. He
vii:i in the bazaar at Athens, says the
Youth's Companion.
"Wouldn't it be possible to get some
ripe peaches?" lie asked the vender.

"I think not," answered the Athenian.
"ISut pray tell mc why?"
"We have no good roads. If the
farmers should try to bring ripe fruit
to market on mule-bacit would arrive
in the shape of nuirninlude."
"Itut at Corfu, also, the peaches wero
green, and they have good roads, and
bring the fruit to town in wagons."
"All, well," said the man, "there is
another reason. The fanners have no
money, and they have creditors. They
can't wait ' fruit to get ripe."
There, says About, you have a fair
example of the state of Grecian agrij;:l- fo-.-

1
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A French gardener, being at Smyrna,
noticed that the Greeks had olmoJ uo
vegetables in their gardens toma. oos
everywhere, and scarcely anything el.ij.
"Why don't you raise other things'.'"
he asked. "Asparagus, now. Your soil
is just right. You would make a line
thing of it. I will furnish you with
seeds."
"How soon should we get crops?"
"In four years at the longest."
"Four years! Are you crazy? Do you
suppose we would spend money to get
something buck in four years? We
hould be bankrupt twenty times over."

10T MADE BY HUMAN HANDS.
1 iiblu
Itrgiiriltne a Drinking
of M.irvclcmt Workmanship.

Cup

MIXED
CasM

MARRIAGES.

lu Which Matrimony
Aboitt Complications.

Brought

The two following cases would be difficult to surpass. One was in England,
the other in Australia. Some time r.(;o
a marriage took place in Iiirminghan,
which brought about a very complicated state of family relations. The
woman had been married three times
before, and each time had taken for her
husband a widower with children.
Her fourth husband was a widower,
and, as he had children by his first
wife, who was herself a widow with
children when he married her, the newly married couple started their
companionship with a family
composed of the progeny of eight
previous marriages.
Another curious case was that of Dr.
King, oí Adelaide, a widower, who
married a Miss Norris. Shortly after
the doctor's honeymoon the doctor's son
married a sister of the doctor's wife.
Then a brother of the doctor's wife
married the doctor's daughter. In other words, the doctor's son became hi;;
and the
stepmother's brother-in-law- ,
doctor's daughter became her stepThe doctor, by
mother's sister-in-lathe marriage of his son to the sister of
the doctor's wife, became father-in-laand the doetor'u
to his sister-in-lawife, by the marriage of her sister to
her stepson, became stepmother-in-lato her own sister. By the marriage
of the brother of the doctor's wife to
the doctor's daughter, the doctor beto his brothcr-i- :
came futher-in-lalaw, and the doctor's wife became
to her own brother. It i.i
an unsolved problem as to what relationship the children of the contracting
parties are to each other.
muU'.-moni-

p
drinking horn of marvelous
in one of the relies kept in the
'uirjli at Oldenburg, Germany, says
Voile Commercial Advertiser.
io ITe-.u known throughout Europe as "the
.,;r:i of Oldenburg," and has a most
.o:ukrú'.l his'.ory. According to the
.ory, the great Otho of Oldenburg war.
iiunling, and, becoming exhausted
i'rom thirst and fatigue, sank upon the
earth with the exclamation: "Oh, God,
would I had a cool drink!" The sound
of his voice had scarcely died away
among the trees of the forest when suddenly a beautiful maiden appeared bedrinkfore him bearing a richly-carve- d
ing horn, filled to overflowing with
cool, sparkling water. Otho was more
captivated with the beauty of the horn
than he was with that of his fair benefactress, and without even staying to
say "Thanks." turned and ran at the
top of his speed, carrying the vessel
wiMi him. To save himself from the
consequences of such a peculiar theft,
Otho bestowed the horn upon the
church, and to this day the story, as EVERYBODY IS SUPERSTITIOUS.
given above, is told by the guides, who
display the relic to the gaze of curious i'nlnt Argued by a I.oiilsv'.lle Sccond-Kii- n
!
visitors.
Dealer Who lias Obicrvi'd.
"I don't believe there is a man living
is without his pet superstition."
who
Mirrors That Are Transparent.
furniture dealremarked a second-han- d
A great many devices are known for
Louisville Courier-Jour:iathe
er,
says
the purpose of enabling people in a "We constantly have people whor,..!l
house to see what is going on in the
of household use, and eon.;
street without opening their windows. us articlesa few
weeks sometimes only
in
after
reA new invention of tins nature is
to
try
buy them 'back again,
and
days
ported from Halberstadt, Germany, beexplanation that they h::u
with
the
ing a plan for so silvering glass that it
bad luck' ever since the sale v. :. ;
reflects the image when looked at from 'had and never would have good l;u.!:
made
one side, but when looked at from the
again until the bargain was undone.
other is as transparent as ordinary
s
One woman who had sold us her
window glass. If this is glazed in a
clock fairly wept because i .
dwelling-roowindow anyone inside
was gone before she could buy it again,
can see all the life of the street, while
"The idea is not confined to unedi:-catc- d
y
looking in at the winany passer-bor ignorant people, by any mear.:..
dow will see but a mirror and nothing
this very time I know a Louisville
At
more.
This avoids, therefore, the
business man of great culture and reannoyance sometimes encountered in
finement who is vigorously pursuing
glazing either clear window glass or
old wooden desk whicli he owned many
ground glass, in combining the special
years ago a desk on which he made an
advantages of both. One object would
enormous amount of money by a few
bo that many people might stop to adlucky strokes of his pen. The des!:
just their personal appearance at such passed from hand to hand and out of
mirrors. An innovation on reverse
his possession; he is now earnestly enlines is that recently made in one of the deavoring to trace it and purchase it.
Vanderbilt ball rooms, where the win- believing
that recent business reverse.;
dows by day become large mirrors by
hard times will flee away if he can
and
night through mechanical arrange- only strctcli his legs once more under
ments, and thus add simply but wonthat same old desk."
derfully to the brilliance of the scene.
work-i.inshi-
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Olllclal Directory.

CARDS.

PROFESSIONAL

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Will practico In all tlio courts of tho territory. Olllce corner Texas and
Spring streets.
NE,W MEXICO.
SILVER CITY
TAMES S. FIELDER,

SILVER CITY

HL.

N. M.

PICKETT,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

ATTORNEY'
SILVER CITY
I01IN
'J

M.

-

-

H. HARLLEE.

A.

Thomas R. Catron,
W. T. Thornton,
Lorlou Miller,
Thomas Smith,
1
N.C.Collier,
11. I!. Hamilton,
N. K. Lamrhlln.
O. I). Runty.

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

Olllce In Broadway Hotel,

SILVER CITV,

-

N.

M

AT LAW.
N. M.

CINN,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Will practice In nil tlio Courts of tho

SILVER CITY.

THE SUN.

FEDERAL.

ANCHETA,

J

APRIL 10, 1895.

Territory.
-

-

-

Delegate to Congress
Governor
Secretary
ChlefJustice

)

L.W.Lenoir. Clerk Third Judicial District
(iharles F. Easley,
Surveyor (ieneral
II. S. Collector
Charles M. Shannon,
.1. H. Ilemmlngwuy,
U.S. District Attorney
u. niursiiui
I'.uwaru Li. Mail,
Deputy U.S. Marshal
II. W. Loomls,
U. S. Coal Mine Inspector
I. W. Fleming.
.1. II Walker. Santa Fe Register Land Oftico
Pedro Delgado, Santa Fe Rec'v'r Land Olllco
John D. Hryun, LasCmces Heg'r Land Olllce
J. P. Ascáride. Las Cruces, Hec'v'r L'd Olllce
Reg'r Land Olllco
Richard Young, Koswell
W. G. Cosgrove, Roswell,
Rec'v'r Land olllce
W. W. Hoyle, Clayton,
Reg'r Land Olllco
II. C. Plekels. Clayton,
Rec'v'r Land Olllco

Idea, tho American Spirit. These first, last,

and all the time, forever.
Dally, by mail

fOayear

Daily and Sunday, by mull

$8

a year

The Weekly

$1

a year

TEItllITOHIAÍ,.

V. & A. M.

. Silver City Lodge, No. 8. Meets at Mason-h- i
Hall, over Silver City Nat'l Hank, tin1
I hursday evening on or
before the full moon
each month. All visiting brothel's invited to
(j. Hknnktt. V. M.
attend.
I'uiiKY H. Lady, Sec'y.
A E. S.
U. Silver City Chapter No. 3, O. E. S. Meets
every 1st andlid Tuesday In each month at
Masonic Hall. Mus. E. C. T. Wauiikn, W. M.
Mus. Nki.i.y H. Lady, Sec'y.

o.o.f.

JasL.

Uldgely Encampment No. 1. meets
the 2d mid 4th Wednesdays of each month.

Visiting patriarchs cordially invited.
A. E. Atkins.
J. J. Kelly. Scribe.
I O. O. F.
I I Isaac Tiffany Lodge, No.

Tho American Constitution, tlio American

N. M.

1

1

CHARLES A. DANA, Editor.

Associates

Solicitor Oeneral
J. P. Victory.
District attorney
J. H.Crist, Santa Fe.
ft T. I'lIILLII'S,
K.
Dung,
li.
Las Cruces.
i
V. PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
"
Olllce at Rallcy's drug Store. Rooms at T. N. WUkerson. Alh'(iie,
A. II. llarllee. Silver City,
s
ley
resilience,
Hal
in:
"
"
II. M. Haugherty. Socorro.
SILVER CITY
"
N. M A. A. .Iones. Las Vegas,
"
John Franklin, Eddy,
Librarian
Segura,
Jose
SECRET SOCIETIES.
II. S. Clancy,
Clerk Supreme Court
I) A.M.
E. H. Rcrginann.Suportiitendent Penitentiary
I U Silver City Chapter, No. 2, at Masonic
W. KnaelM.'l,
Adjutant Oeneral
Ceo.
Hall. Regular convocations on !ld Wednes
Eldodt,
Treasurer
day evening of each month. All companions Samuel
Garcia,
Auditor
.Marcelino
i1.. oosdiiovE,
iiiviMHi 10 uuenn.
it. r. Amado Chavez,
Supt. of Schools
I'KIIHY it. l.ady, tec y.
M. S. Hart,
Coal Oil Inspector

r

The first of American Newspapers,

C. P.

COUHT OF Pill VATE LAND CLAIMS.

Joseph R. Reed, of Iowa. ChlefJustice.
Associate Justices Wilbur F. Stone, of Colorado; Thomas I'. Fuller of North Carolina;
William M. Murray, of Tennessee; Henry C.
Sluss. of Kansas.
MattC. Reynolds,
of Missouri, United
States Attorney.

The Sunday Sun
is the greatest Sunday Newspaper
in the world.
Price 5c. a copy.

T

O. O. F.

Helen Lodge. No. 7. Relickah Degreo
Meetings second and fourth Friday nights In
each mouth, at hall of I. S. TIIVany'Lodge No.
Rank building.
Mus.M.A.Ciiii.dkhs.N. 0.
Miss Pkaiil Dotson. Sec'y

r of

p.
IV. Meets 2dand 4th Tuesday nights of each

month. atOdd Fellow's Hall. Visiting Knights
Invited.
J. K. WniTK.CC
J..I. SlIEltlDAN, K. R&S.

Jl,

O. U. W.

Meets on the 1st and lid Tuesday of each
month. Fellow workmen cordially Invited.
C. L. Canti.ky. M. F.
E. M. Yoitno. Roc.

HenDonf

COUNTY.

ton's Electric Belt.

Probate Judge
Treasurer
Probate Clerk

R. V. Newshain.
N. A. Rolich,
E. M. Young.

Baylor Shannon.
A.R. Laird.

Sheriff

Collector

T. N. Ohllders,
0. K. Brown.

Assessor

Surveyor
Commissioner
Commissioner Further waste
preciouBtlme ana
Commissioner money on drugs,
vacuum treatSchool Superintendent ments, etc. They ffjYI will never cure
probably tried
you. You have S7Y
ature fs A I.
them and know. SfíSVwaiting to
willing
WAYS
Mayor cure you, and
J. W. Fleming.
nian Buffering
J. W.Carter.
Treasurer from the following 'ffllS
incurable:
is
Wni. F. Lorenz,
Clerk Ncmiiml WfiikiiCNN, KmlNNloiiN, I'nrtlnl
Attorney or Total Impotence, llrnln Emlimmtlon,
Frank Wright,
C. L. Cantley,
Marshal I.ossrs,
juuiHcrvtuin,
torKeliuiiiess,
KleoilSKnesN, etc But natures own remedy must be scientifically used. It is KI.KÍ
IIOAltn OF EDUCATION.
TIIIMTY, and the greatest possible perfection
Wood,
0. N.
Wm. Bruhm.
for its application is attained in the
R. L. Powel.
llolt. This inSnnden i:IH-trIvention has been sold and given complete satisfaction for nearly thirty years, aim we refer
COIINCILMKN.
sufferers to hundreds of cures in every State.
M. K. White,
Jas. fiillett,
Throw drugs to the clogs, and Join our army
Geo. I). Jones.
Martin Maher
of cures in blessing the greatest boon ever
given weak men. This belt also cures:

l

feWsnil
noS&W

well-kno-
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T

at 11:40 a. m.
Mall closes for Mogollón and all Intermediate points at 8a. m., Mondays, Wednesdays

and Fridays.
Mall closes for Pinos Altos dally except
Sundays at 4:15 p. m.
Mall arrives from the east, west and south
daily at 4 p. in.
Mall arrives from Motollon and Intermediate points at 7 a. in.. Wednesdays, Fridays
and Sundays.
Mall arrives from Pinos Altos dally except
Sundays at :'U a. m.
L. A. Skei.i.y. Postmaster

c

.

FIltE DEl'AHTMKNT.

L. A.Skelly
Chief
St. George Robinson
Assistant Chief
Silver City Tost Olllce.
O. C. Wlntohill
Foreman, 1!. It. Hose Co.
Olllce open dally except Sunday from 8 a.ni Steve Fhle
Foreman, J. W. F, Hose Co
to p. m.
W. F. Lorenz Foreman. Hook and LadderCo
Open Sundays from II to 0:40 a. m.. and one
hour after arrival of railway mall.
Money order department open dally except ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE
RAILROAD TIME TABLE.
Sundays from 8 a. m. loll p. in.
Mall closes for Fort Bayard, Central. HanIn Effect August 8. 189-t- .
over. Georgetown and all railroad points dai-

ly

$2 a year.

Address THE SUN, New York.

S. S. Brunuln.
meets at Odd A.J.Clark.
Icllows' Hall, Rank building, Saturday
Thomas Foster
Momliers of the order cordially InII. T. Link.
vited to attend.
F. P. ,Ionks."N. 0.
Ciiaiu.es G. Bum, Sec'y.
11!.

By mail,

No.

No.

011.

Arrives.
4:00 p.m.
"
1:10
"
12:40
11:45 a. in.
"
10:40
"
H:tfi
ft:20 a. in.

1cavo.

destination.
Silver City
i
I
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John

Lumbago,Dyspepsia,Kidney
and Liver Complaints, and

general

be sent free, sealed, npon application
'.vory man should read it. It in the onlytull
ever
d complete guide for
Jorod. Free to everybody. Nencl lor It.

,.

lie Sanden Electric

1:40 p. ni.
'
1:20
"
,r:lH
7:10 p. m.
A rrl ves.

II. IIiiihie. Agent,

cele-

'Three Classes of Men,"

SO"),

10:10 a. m,
in.

M2:I0

ill-heal- th.

A pocket edition of Dr. Snnden'N
brated book

Departs.

(,13:51(1,.

Nutt
Rincón
Las Cruces
El Paso

Rheumatism, Lame Back,

Co.,

No. 926 Sixteenth St., Denver, Col.
i

.I'gt-s-t

How York, Chicago A London, KtifT.
Concern in tho Worldl
Eleotro-Medic-
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